The effect of inlet conditions on the mixing of a passive scalar was investigated in a planar shear layer with inlet boundary layers that were laminar, tripped and naturally turbulent-transitional. Planar laser-induced fluorescence measurements of acetone were used to directly evaluate the shear layer structure, and were processed to determine probability density functions ͑PDFs͒ of the mixture fraction. The results agree well with previous studies in aqueous and gaseous systems for laminar inlet conditions. Large-scale structures of a nearly homogeneous composition were found, and the structures spanned the mixing layer width giving rise to a nonmarching style PDF. A high-speed boundary layer that differed from the laminar state ͑produced by tripping a laminar boundary layer, from the naturally turbulent-transitional state at high flow rates, or by tripping the turbulenttransitional condition͒ gave rise to a hybrid-style PDF that was markedly different from either the laminar nonmarching case, or the marching shape that has been found by other investigators. The hybrid PDF shape had a marching character on the high-speed side of the mixing layer, and a distributed nature not favoring any specific composition on the low-speed side of the mixing layer. Tripping the low-speed boundary layer produced no change in the hybrid PDF shape, confirming that the difference observed between the high-and low-speed sides was the result of the shear layer development with turbulent inlet conditions, not an inlet condition effect. In addition, with turbulent and transitional inlet conditions all turbulent passive scalar profiles were found to be self-similar and the velocity power spectra displayed a Ϫ5/3 slope indicating well-developed turbulent conditions prevailed at a relatively low (10 4 ) Reynolds number. Secondary structures were observed in images with turbulent-transitional inlet conditions, but not with tripped inlet conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In planar mixing layer experiments the freestream velocity and density of the two streams are fixed, allowing study of the mixing layer with carefully controlled boundary conditions. Despite the simplification, experiments have shown a high degree of sensitivity to the state of the inlet boundary conditions even for measurements performed at highReynolds number, far downstream of the splitter plate tip. The mixing layer growth rate, for instance, has been shown to be significantly different for either laminar or turbulent boundary layer inlet conditions. Half-jet mixing layers, where the low-speed freestream velocity is zero, have shown a larger growth rate when the boundary layer is turbulent. 1, 2 In contrast, two-stream mixing layers with a nonzero velocity in each freestream have shown a reduced growth rate when the boundary layer is turbulent. [3] [4] [5] For laminar inlet conditions numerous criteria have been suggested as being necessary before a self-similar flow is obtained ͑where the transverse coordinate is normalized by the local layer width͒. In a half-jet, Bradshaw 6 found that self-similarity was not obtained until a streamwise position, xϭ1000 0 , where 0 is the high-speed boundary layer momentum thickness, while other researchers have found selfsimilarity to be achieved both earlier 7 and later. 5 The minimum downstream distance for self-similarity has also been expressed in terms of the number of large-scale structure interactions. 8, 9 Huang and Ho 9 showed that the exponent of power spectra reached the asymptotic Ϫ5/3 value at a normalized streamwise coordinate, Rx/ 0 Ϸ8, where Rϭ(1 Ϫr)/(1ϩr), r is the velocity ratio U 2 /U 1 , and 0 is the wavelength of the initial structure. At the position Rx/ 0 Ϸ8, approximately two structure pairings had occurred over a wide range of velocity ratios indicating a correlation between the large-scale behavior and self-similarity of the mixing layer. In a two-stream mixing layer, Bell and Mehta 5 found agreement between the far-field turbulent profiles for laminar and turbulent inlet conditions, but self-similarity occurred much earlier with turbulent inlet conditions.
Although the velocity data with either laminar or turbulent inlet conditions suggests convergence to a final selfsimilar state, passive scalar measurements have shown less agreement. Typically viewed in terms of the probability density function ͑PDF͒, either nonmarching, 10, 11 where a preferred composition extends across the layer, or marching, 12 where the most probable composition varies linearly across the layer, style PDFs have been observed in planar mixing a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Telephone: ͑608͒ 263-1684; Fax: ͑608͒ 263-9870. Electronic mail: ghandhi@engr.wisc.edu layers at similar Reynolds number, Re ␦ ϵ⌬U␦ Ϫ1 , where ⌬U is the velocity difference of the freestreams and ␦ is the mixing layer thickness based on the 1% value of the freestream mixture composition. In a liquid mixing layer with laminar inlet conditions, Karasso and Mungal 13 found that the PDF shape depended solely on the value of the pairing parameter, Rx/ 0 . For values of the pairing parameter less than a critical value of 22 the PDFs were nonmarching, and for values in excess of this critical value the PDFs were marching. Although the PDFs presented at high values of the pairing parameter were marching, the measurements were under-resolved and the authors suggest that the fully developed state would be characterized by a tilted PDF. For some instances tripping the high-speed boundary layer was found to cause a change of a nonmarching PDF to a marching PDF, but this was not found to be true in all cases.
Passive scalar measuring techniques tend to overestimate the extent of molecular mixing due to the finite size of the measurement volume. When the mixing scale is smaller than the sampling volume, unmixed but stirred fluid appears as mixed and passive scalar gradients are smoothed. The resolution of the experiment can be expressed in terms of the local mass diffusion scale, D , which represents the smallest physical length scale for mixing, as
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Ϫ1/2 where a value of C b ϭ11 has been suggested by Buch and Dahm. 14 In comparison to this parameter, the experimental resolution, L, in liquid mixing layers has been relatively poor (L/ D Ͼ71 13 ) due to the high Schmidt numbers. The data acquired in gaseous mixing layer studies has not resolved the mixing scale, but is much better than the liquid studies ͑e.g., Batt, 12 L/ D Ϸ10͒. In liquid mixing layers, it has been suggested that the observed shift in PDF style from nonmarching to marching with turbulent inlet conditions or higher Re ␦ is not physical but is due to measurement resolution problems. 11, 13 Thus, the effect of turbulent inlet conditions on scalar mixing is somewhat uncertain.
Recently, product measurements were made in a gaseous reacting mixing layer with fast chemistry by Slessor et al. 15 By performing separate ''flip'' experiments where the lean reactant was placed in either the low-or high-speed stream, the product measurements were used as a resolution-free approximation of the amount of molecularly mixed fluid. Experiments with either laminar or turbulent inlet conditions were performed at Re ␦ ϭ2ϫ10
5 , x/ 0 ϭ3300 and Rx/ 0 Ϸ47, thus all previous criteria suggested for self-similar flow were satisfied. The product profiles with laminar and turbulent boundary layer inlet conditions showed strong differences. With laminar inlet conditions, the product profile in both flip experiments was symmetric indicating a nonmarching style PDF while with turbulent inlet conditions the product profile favored the lean reactant, more representative of a marching style PDF. The mixed fluid profile was, therefore, not a unique function of local conditions, but remained sensitive to the state of the inlet conditions even in conditions considered to be fully developed. However, the shape of the PDF was only inferred from the results, not directly measured.
The effect of initial conditions on the PDF shape has also been investigated through direct numerical simulation ͑DNS͒ of temporally developing mixing layers. A recent study by Cortesi et al. 16 showed that when the domain was initialized with two-dimensional perturbations to the mean profile a nonmarching PDF was obtained at the end of the simulation, but marching or tilted PDFs resulted in the final stage of the simulation with three-dimensional perturbations. A three-dimensional initial condition with a deterministic forcing that promoted rapid development of streamwise rib vortices produced a marching PDF, but a randomized threedimensional perturbation produced a tilted PDF. Using turbulent boundary layer data obtained from a previous DNS study as an initial condition, Rogers and Moser 17 found a marching PDF shape. Ansari 18 studied mixing layers initialized with both low and high-gradient laminar boundary layers and found final stage PDFs that were nonmarching for the low-gradient laminar boundary layer but marching for the high-gradient laminar boundary layer. Differences in inlet conditions are, therefore, shown to exert a dominant effect on the final PDF shape in these DNS studies, although experimental verification is still limited.
The research described here represents passive scalar measurements of a gaseous mixing layer with both laminar and turbulent inlet conditions performed using planar laserinduced fluorescence ͑PLIF͒ of a tracer molecule. The passive scalar technique is used to directly obtain the PDF shape. Although the resolution of the passive scalar technique has been questioned, especially for liquid mixing layer studies, a separate technique 19 recently showed minimal subresolution stirring in a gaseous system, and previous measurements with this technique in our own facility showed adequate resolution of mixing scales. 20 The objective of this research is to study the influence of inlet conditions on the mixing behavior of the system as provided by the passive scalar structure and PDF shape. The detailed behavior will be emphasized as compared to the global changes effected by inlet conditions as has been previously described in the literature. Understanding these effects in a nonreacting mixing layer is the first step in being able to predict behavior in practical devices for which well-condition inlet streams are not expected.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. Shear layer facility
A steady flow apparatus, fed by the building compressed air supply, was used for the reported experiments. Both air streams were metered by choked orifice plates comprised of ϳ80 small diameter holes. The two airstreams separately entered an outer pressure containment vessel and passed through a series of flow conditioning elements, consisting of perforated plates, tube bundles, and mesh screens that reduce the turbulence level and isolate upstream acoustical modes from the shear layer. After the final series of screens, a symmetrical nozzle and a 3.8°tapered splitter plate ͑nominal tip thickness is 0.1 mm͒ were used to create the shear flow, see Fig. 1 . In this geometry, the high-speed and low-speed streams pass through a 1.75:1 contraction ratio. The nozzle served to thin the boundary layer on the splitter plate and to produce a flat velocity profile at the exit plane. The test section was 5 cm in the cross-stream direction and 20 cm in the spanwise direction. The rectangular test section had two hinged walls that were used to adjust the streamwise pressure gradient in the flow. For all tests reported here, the walls were adjusted so that the streamwise pressure gradient was zero. Optical access is provided with fused silica windows at each quadrant of the test section. The entire flow conditioning run and test section is enclosed in the pressurized containment vessel which is designed for operation at pressures up to 6 atm. At the top of the containment vessel, the gases are throttled to atmospheric pressure before entering the exhaust system. Further details of the facility can be found in Pickett. 21 Extensive combusting tests with a high level of heat release have been performed in this facility, and the lack of any evidence of acoustical coupling with the heat release suggests that the facility is free from acoustical disturbances which could artificially excite the layer.
B. Planar laser-induced fluorescence of acetone
Planar laser-induced fluorescence ͑PLIF͒ was performed with acetone vapor seeded into one side of the mixing layer. The acetone was added to either the low-or high-speed fluid by a jet of atomizing droplets issuing from a small orifice located far upstream of the tip of the splitter plate. The seeding rate was known by controlling the liquid pressure above the orifice. The fluorescence signal is linearly proportional to the concentration of acetone 22 thus scalar mixing can be visualized in the two-dimensional flowfield with excellent spatial and temporal resolution.
The fourth harmonic ͑266 nm͒ of a Nd:YAG laser was formed into a 650 m ͑maximum͒ sheet to excite the acetone fluorescence. Images 4.13ϫ4.13 cm in size were collected at two streamwise positions ͑labeled A and B in Fig. 1͒ extending to 11.77 cm downstream from the tip of the splitter plate. The fluorescence signal was collected with an Apogee AP7 cooled, back-illuminated, slow-scan CCD camera and binned to a 256ϫ256 pixel array. A Nikkor 105 mm focal length, f /2.8 lens was used as the collection optic and effectively filtered the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ light of the laser from the fluorescence signal. Each binned pixel corresponded to a measurement area at the laser sheet of 160ϫ160 m. Each individual image was corrected for dark noise, background scattering, laser energy and profile variations, and absorption of the incident beam. The laser pulse energy and profile variations were corrected by using the uniformly seeded freestream as a reference. 21 The signal to noise ratio was confirmed to be governed by the photonic shot noise, and was 34:1 in the high-speed freestream for the binned pixels.
The spatial resolution of the images was limited by the thickness of the laser sheet and not the pixel size due to the three-dimensional nature of the flow field. Using this length scale and the diffusion length scale defined above, the relative resolution L/ D was found to range from 1.2 to 3.2 for the conditions investigated. Therefore, it is expected that there can be some sub-pixel stirring, but it is not expected to strongly bias the results. Under similar conditions, King et al. 19 found minimal sub-resolution mixing. One hundred temporally uncorrelated, single-shot images were obtained at each test condition for statistical analysis. The data over 20 adjacent columns were compiled to compute the PDF shape since the thickness of the mixing layer changes by less than 2% over this distance. 20 The shape of the PDF was unchanged compared to using single pixelwidth column data, and the effect of using multiple columns was merely to minimize the effect of random noise.
The results are presented as the mixture fraction of highspeed fluid, , which is linearly proportional to the acetone mole fraction or ϭx a /x 1 where x a is the measured mole fraction of acetone and x 1 is the mole fraction of acetone in the high-speed stream. The PDF of mixture fraction of highspeed fluid, p(,x,y), at a point ͑pixel͒ in the mixing layer was assembled by binning the mixture fraction data into 25 equally spaced bins ranging from 0 to 1. The PDF was normalized such that
The mean and root mean square ͑rms͒ mixture fraction values can be directly determined from the PDF. The mixed fluid probability, P m , is defined as
where is chosen to exclude pure high-or low-speed fluid. In order to discriminate against noise a value of ϭ0.12 was chosen, thus P m is the probability that 0.12ϽϽ0.88 fluid will be measured. The average mixed-fluid mixture fraction is defined as
which describes the preferred mixed-fluid composition at a point in the layer. The total mixed-fluid mixture fraction for a cross section taken across the layer is defined as
C. Test conditions
The effect of inlet conditions was examined by performing experiments with laminar, naturally turbulent and tripped high-speed boundary layers. The experimental test conditions are shown in Table I . In all cases but one ͑case 8͒ the low-speed boundary layer was laminar. For laminar inlet conditions, the momentum thickness of the high-speed boundary layer, 0 , was calculated from the geometry of the contracting section using the method of Thwaites, or directly measured with hot-wire anemometry, with the latter providing slightly lower values. Tripping was achieved by installing a 2.36 mm diameter rod on one side of the splitter plate 153 mm upstream of the splitter plate tip. The size and position of the rod were calculated for the conditions of case 3 based on three criteria consistent with previous experiments using trip wires: d trip / 0 Ͼ5, Re trip Ͼ850, and x trip / 0 ϭϪ300 3,4,15 where Re trip ϵU 1 d trip Ϫ1 , and 0 is the laminar momentum thickness at the splitter plate tip in the absence of the trip. A weakly tripped ͑d trip / 0 ϭ3.5, Re trip ϭ630, and x trip / 0 ϭϪ230͒ condition, case 1, was also tested. Finally, the effect of a low-speed side trip was investigated in case 8.
Velocity measurements were performed with hot-wire anemometry 21 under atmospheric pressure conditions to investigate the nature of the high-speed boundary layer. Due to system constraints, the measurements were taken at a streamwise position 1 mm past the splitter plate tip. The experiments were performed with the low-speed stream not flowing (U 2 ϭ0) and with the high-speed velocity chosen to match the plate Reynolds numbers, Re x ϵU 1 x/ where x is the linear distance along the splitter plate, as cases 2 (Re x ϭ1.1ϫ10 5 ) and 5 (Re x ϭ2.9ϫ10 5 ). The mean velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ , where the Blasius profile has been fit to the data for xϭ15 cm instead of the actual distance (xϭ29 cm) to account for the favorable pressure gradient due to the nozzle. The average profile at Re x ϭ1.1 ϫ10 5 closely matches the laminar profile, but deviations from a laminar profile are found for the Re x ϭ2.9ϫ10 5 case. The velocity profile is steeper in the near wall region and there is a velocity defect in the outer region. Both observations are consistent with turbulent boundary layer results. The rms velocity profile in Fig. 2͑b͒ clearly shows that the Re x ϭ2.9ϫ10
5 case boundary layer is not laminar as the fluctuation levels seen in the near wall region reach 14%. These rms values are characteristic in level and position of those of a turbulent boundary layer. 7, 23 The uncertainty in the mean and rms velocity data were estimated to be 1.0% and 0.2%, respectively.
The Re x for the ''naturally'' turbulent ͑case 5͒ condition is somewhat low to be considered fully turbulent, and the absence of the wall at the measurement location may introduce further uncertainty in the rms velocity data. Thus, the raw velocity data were investigated further to better understand the nature of the inlet conditions. The data near the peak in the rms velocity data, however, showed no lowfrequency structure that would indicate intermittency or flapping of the half-jet, and the power spectra showed a nearequilibrium roll off. Thus, we do not believe the measurements to be biased by the measurement position. However, the nonstandard value of the shape factor when compared to fully developed turbulent boundary layers suggests that the boundary layer has only recently transitioned to turbulent flow. Given the intermediate value of the Re x for case 5, it will be referred to herein as ''turbulenttransitional'' to avoid misrepresentation. Differences between this turbulent-transitional case and those with tripped high-speed boundary layers will be discussed below.
Hot wire anemometry measurements performed in the freestream showed that the turbulence intensity was less than FIG. 2. Splitter plate high-speed boundary layer profiles acquired 1 mm past the splitter plate tip, ͑a͒ average and ͑b͒ rms velocity. The lower plate Re x corresponds to the conditions of case 2 and the higher Re x , case 5. 0.6%, and the velocity profile was uniform to within 1.3% across the span of the inlet for atmospheric conditions. Further, under the pressurized conditions of Table I , power spectra derived from hot wire measurements in the freestream indicated no clear acoustical modes or frequencies, and confirmed that the turbulence intensity was less than 0.6%. Therefore, it can be stated with confidence that the effects of the inlet conditions arise from the boundary layer, and are not due to freestream disturbances. The test cases listed in Table I are taken at Re ␦ that are considered transitional in nature. 24 In our facility under laminar inlet conditions, transition at Re ␦ ϭ5000 was typical. 20 This study, therefore, concentrates on effects at low and transitional Re ␦ where the effects of inlet conditions are more pronounced. But, as the study by Slessor et al. 15 demonstrated, inlet conditions continue to be important at very high Re ␦ . Another consequence of the conditions chosen is that the pairing parameter, Rx/ 0 is less than 5 for all cases. As will be discussed, the relevance of Rx/ 0 is less for cases with turbulent inlet conditions. FIG. 3 . PLIF passive scalar images acquired at location B for operating conditions corresponding to cases 1-6.
III. RESULTS
A. Shear layer structure
Four instantaneous PLIF realizations from image position B ͑see Fig. 1͒ for each of the cases 1-6 are shown in Fig. 3 . The local Re ␦ at xϭ11 cm for these cases are listed in Table I . The two cases with laminar inlet conditions ͑2 and 4͒ are characterized by large-scale structures of relatively homogenously mixed fluid which extend entirely across the mixing layer. Distinct core and braid regions are readily apparent with some evidence of structure pairing. Freestream fluid can be entrained entirely across the layer. At the lower Re ␦ of case 2 the layer is just beyond the turbulent transition, and the turbulent structures superimposed on the initial instability are relatively large. By Re ␦ ϭ9600, case 4, the turbulent structures have broken down to scales significantly less than the layer width.
The effect of tripping the high-speed boundary layer with a nearly constant Re ␦ is seen by comparing cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 3 . The promotion of a turbulent boundary layer prevents the rollup of the large-scale laminar KelvinHelmholtz structures. The mixing layer is instead dominated by small-scale turbulent structures which produce a relatively uniform gradient in the cross-stream direction, and freestream fluid does not entrain across the entire layer as it does with laminar inlet conditions. There is some visual evidence of large-scale structures but these structures are not separated by a distinct braid region. A similar set of observations are true when the high-speed boundary layer is turbulent-transitional ͑case 5͒. However, occasional images ͑ϳ18%͒ showing identifiable large-scales structures separated by a distinct braid were found for the turbulent/ transitional boundary layer inlet condition. One such image is shown at the upper right in Fig. 3 , case 5. No such occurrences were observed for either the strongly tripped laminar or tripped turbulent inlet conditions, cases 3 and 6, respectively.
The effect of weakly tripping the high-speed boundary layer, case 1, produces results which fall between the two limiting cases discussed previously. In spite of the fact that Re ␦ Ϸ3000 for this case, the layer has undergone turbulent transition and small-scale structures are evident. However, in several instances large-scale structures spanning the layer width are evident. In these cases freestream fluid is entrained across the layer, and mixing occurs in a fashion similar to post-transition conditions with laminar inlet boundary layers ͑case 4͒.
The differences observed in the shear layer structure can clearly be shown to result from the in-flow boundary layer conditions. Figure 4 shows images acquired closer to the splitter plate tip, position A in Fig. 1 , for cases 2 and 5. The difference in the initial shear layer development with laminar and turbulent high-speed boundary layers is readily apparent.
The set of instantaneous images were analyzed to detect the presence of large-scale structures, especially for turbulent in-flow conditions. achieves a local maxima at l /␦ϭ1.2 despite a significant difference in the layer thickness from laminar inflow case. Unlike the laminar case, the local minima in the autocorrelation does not occur at half the distance to the maximum.
The autocorrelations performed at position B are limited by the image size. As such, the positive correlation corresponding to a full structure length is not observed, and the negative correlation corresponding to the half spacing will be used for discussion. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that all of the cases with turbulent inflow conditions exhibit a strong negative correlation at l /␦ϭ1.1 suggesting that large-scale structures are present in the layer despite the disorganized appearance in Fig. 3 . The autocorrelation for the laminar inflow conditions at position B display a minima at a slightly lower l /␦.
B. Shear layer mixing
Mixture fractions PDFs for cases 1-6 at a streamwise position of xϭ11 cm are shown in Fig. 6 . The data have been normalized by the measured 1% thickness, and the y ϭ0 location is defined as the midpoint of the 1% and 99% mixture fraction positions. The PDFs are displayed as contour plots where lines at p()⌬ϭ0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.10, and 0.12 are drawn in each plot. The high-speed side (ϭ1) is at the left at y/␦рϪ0.5 while pure low-speed fluid (ϭ0) is found at y/␦у0.5. The uncertainty in the PDFs is difficult to assess directly, but uncertainty in the derived quantities will be discussed fully below. Contour plots have been presented instead of three-dimensional ͑3D͒ projections to allow quantitative comparison independent of perspective. The PDFs for the two laminar inlet condition cases ͑2 and 4͒ exhibit a nonmarching behavior, as a preferred mixedfluid composition slightly greater than ϭ0.5 extends from one side of the mixing layer to the other. The nonmarching PDF style originates from the large, homogeneously mixed structures that typified the laminar inlet case in Fig. 3 . The preferred mixed fluid composition is slightly higher in value for case 4 owing to the lower velocity ratio and higher entrainment rate of high-speed fluid. 27 There is some evidence of a slight ''tilt'' in the PDF shape with higher Re ␦ .
The effect of tripping the laminar boundary layer for Re ␦ Ϸ5000, case 3, is quite significant. The PDF for case 3 exhibits a ''hybrid'' style, where the mixed fluid appears to march on the high-speed side, y/␦Ͻ0, but displays a relatively flat, distributed style on the low-speed side, y/␦Ͼ0. This distinct change in the PDF style from the laminar case is in agreement with the major differences observed in the instantaneous mixture fraction images, where tripping produced a mixing layer devoid of distinct large structures with clean braid regions or evidence of pairings.
The PDF for the turbulent-transitional inlet condition, case 5, also exhibits the hybrid shape, with a strong march on the high-speed side of the layer and a distributed structure on the low-speed side. ͑For comparison a solid line showing the hybrid PDF style has been added to all cases with turbulent inlet conditions in Fig. 6 ; where the shape was established based on case 3 and is unchanged between cases.͒ The PDF shows a slight widening near Ϸ0.6 ͑in terms of y/␦, reflecting a slight preference in composition and less marching behavior͒ which is believed to be the effect of the occasional large-scale structure passing as was previously mentioned. The similarity of the PDF to that of case 3 is achieved in spite of the factor of 2 difference in Re ␦ . Tripping the turbulent-transitional boundary layer, case 6, causes only a slight change in the observed PDF style. A hybrid shape is retained, but a slightly more pronounced march is observed on the low-speed side of the layer. In addition, the PDF no longer exhibits the widening near Ϸ0.6, consistent with the lack of any large-scale structures observed in the instantaneous images. The small change observed upon tripping the turbulent-transitional case further supports the assertion that the boundary layer is past the transition state.
The weakly tripped inlet conditions again show a behavior which falls between that of the fully laminar or turbulent inlet condition limits. The PDF is seen to march on the highspeed side of the layer in Fig. 6 , but not as strongly as the fully turbulent conditions and may be best described as having a tilted shape. The PDF exhibits a widening near Ϸ0.6 again in accord with the existence of identifiable largescale structures. On the low-speed side of the mixing layer the PDF behavior is most reminiscent of the nonmarching laminar inlet conditions, where fluid either exists at a composition near Ϸ0 or Ϸ0.6. In all cases with perturbed inlet conditions it appears that the mixing processes differ from the high-to the low-speed side of the mixing layer.
Further details of the mixing process can be obtained from the PDF data using the derived quantities defined in Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒. For the turbulent inlet cases ͑3, 5, and 6͒ it was found that all of these derived data exhibited self-similar behavior when scaled by the layer width ␦ over the spatial extent of Fig. 3 . The rms mixture fraction profile is shown in Fig. 7 for case 6 at a range of downstream positions spanning the imaged area. These data span a range of Re ␦ from 7700-11 000, encompassing the Re ␦ of case 4 ͑laminar inlet conditions͒. It can be seen that self similarity has been achieved. The differences observed between the different curves can be used to ͑conservatively͒ estimate the uncertainty in the measurement technique. The uncertainty for each of the derived quantities ave , rms , P m , and m was defined as Ϯ2 where was the maximum standard deviation measured in plots such as Fig. 7 . In all subsequent plots this value will be shown attached to the case 3 data.
Figures 8͑a͒-͑d͒ show the ave , rms , P m , and m profiles obtained at xϭ11 cm for the turbulent inlet condition cases. There is excellent agreement between the three cases for all of the quantities. The relatively large uncertainty associated with the P m is considered to be an artifact of the definition of the layer width based on the 1% levels. The slight lateral shift in the data coupled with the high rate of change of the data produces unrealistically large uncertainty values. The value obtained at y/␦ϭ0 is shown as a reference and it is a factor of four less than the value defined by the procedure described above.
The mean mixture fraction profile has the classic shape with a gradual shift in composition across the layer with a maximum slope at y/␦Ϸ0. The RMS mixture fraction profile has an asymmetric shape, with a peak value occurring on the low-speed side of the layer, y/␦ϭ0.2. This is also the position where the hybrid PDF profile was found to transition from a marching to a distributed style. The mixed fluid probability P m peaks at the center of the mixing layer and symmetrically decreases on both sides. The peak value is close to 1.0 indicating that little freestream fluid is entrained across the center line. The mean mixed fluid mixture fraction m was found to be strongly tilted, favoring the closer freestream value. The total mixed fluid mixture fraction calculated at xϭ11 cm was the same for all the turbulent inlet conditions ͑not surprising given the coincidence of the P m   FIG. 7 . Similarity of the rms mixture fraction profile for case 6 for distances ranging from 7.6 to 11.7 cm downstream of the splitter plate tip (7700 ϽRe ␦ Ͻ11 000).
and m curves͒ M ϭ0.55, and clearly shows a high-speed entrainment bias.
The self-similar behavior and qualitative agreement in the PDF shape between the turbulent inflow cases suggests that the turbulence is well developed. Hot-wire velocity data were obtained in the center of the mixing layer using the apparatus described previously, at a downstream position of xϭ4.5 cm. This position is approximately one-third of the distance from the bottom of the images in Fig. 4 , and is well below the xϭ11 cm position where the image data for statistical analysis were acquired. The power spectra of the velocity data are shown in Fig. 9 . The tests were performed in a similar manner to the boundary layer data shown in Fig. 2 , where the pressure was 1 atm. The mass flow rates were the same as in cases 2 and 5 ͑U 1 ϭ6 m/s, case 2; U 1 ϭ16 m/s, case 5͒ therefore, the Re ␦ was approximately the same. Although the pressure was different from the actual tests, the structure spacing scales directly with the momentum thickness of the high-speed boundary layer which remained unchanged. 27 The power spectra for case 2 where the boundary layer was laminar shows a peak corresponding to the KelvinHelmholtz rolloff frequency, f ϭ294 Hz, which gives a Strouhal number, Stϭ 0 f /Ū ϭ0.033, in excellent agreement with predictions from linear stability theory 27 and the previous length-scale measurements. The exponent of the power spectra for case 2 is near nϭϪ4, indicating largely twodimensional behavior. For the turbulent inflow conditions of case 5 there were no clear peaks in the power spectra and the exponent is close to the equilibrium Ϫ5/3 value. The power spectra and PLIF images suggest that the turbulent inlet case has obtained a high degree of three-dimensional behavior and follows a standard energy cascade; and the flow has reached this state in a short streamwise distance past the splitter plate. A comparison of the statistically derived quantities for the laminar ͑cases 2 and 4͒, weakly tripped ͑case 1͒ and turbulent ͑case 3͒ inlet conditions is shown in Figs. 10͑a͒-10͑d͒ . The data were obtained at xϭ11 cm, and the uncertainty determined in the manner discussed previously is shown attached to the case 3 data.
Significant differences are observed for the different inlet conditions. The laminar and weakly tripped inlet conditions produce an average mixture fraction, ave , profile that has a triple inflection point. This is most clearly seen for case 2 where a plateau is observed at ave Ϸ0.6 in Fig. 10͑a͒ . This behavior is the result of the nonmarching characteristic of the PDF that was found with laminar inlet conditions. The preferred composition of the nonmarching PDF manifests itself in the first moment of the distribution resulting in the plateau observed at this level. The mean mixed-fluid mixture fraction, m , shown in Fig. 10͑d͒ , also reflects this trend. The laminar inlet condition cases produce a relatively flat m curve that is insensitive to location within the mixing layer, suggesting a single, preferred mixed fluid composition. In contrast, the turbulent inlet conditions produce a tilted m profile that favors the nearest freestream value. The weakly tripped condition again exhibits an intermediate behavior, showing a more highly tilted structure on the high-speed side of the layer and a flatter profile on the low-speed side where the PDF was nonmarching.
The mixture fraction rms profiles differ significantly depending on the inlet conditions. For the laminar cases the profiles are nearly symmetric, and everywhere larger in magnitude than that of the turbulent inlet condition case. For the weakly tripped condition an asymmetric profile is observed with high values observed on the low-speed side of the mixing layer similar to the turbulent inlet condition case, but the rms magnitude is higher. The increase in magnitude of the rms mixture fraction in the laminar and weakly tripped cases are considered to be a result of the large-scale structures that were observed in Fig. 3 . The passing of a large-scale structure produces a toggling of the mixture fraction from a freestream value to that of the preferred mixture composition of the structure, resulting in a high rms value.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Comparison with previous studies
Comparisons will be made with previous studies based on the inlet conditions. The laminar inlet condition results will be compared to low Re ␦ liquid and gaseous studies, although direct quantitative comparison is limited in part by the lower Re ␦ of these data. The turbulent inlet condition results exhibited self-similar behavior and a Ϫ5/3 slope in the power spectra, so they will be compared to fully developed conditions reported in the literature.
The nonmarching PDF observed with the laminar inlet condition cases compares quite favorably with the results of Konrad 10 in a gaseous mixing layer, and the low Re ␦ results in liquid mixing layer studies. 11, 13 Further, the relatively in- variant m across the layer width, and the triple inflection point behavior of the ave profile are also consistent with previous findings. 11, 13 The peak value in the mixed fluid probability, P m , is higher than observed in liquid phase studies due to the lower Sc, and is not considered to be a resolution effect. 20 Finally, the PLIF images clearly show the large-scale Kelvin-Helmholtz structures, and their persistence past the turbulent transition.
The turbulent inlet condition results are in good agreement with the resolution-free results of Frieler. 25 The mean mixed-fluid mixture fraction tilts to favor the local freestream composition, although somewhat more highly in the present results. The peak in the mixed fluid probability at the center of the layer is in good quantitative agreement with Frieler's results, and further suggests that the resolution of the current passive scalar measurements is sufficient. In the liquid study of Karasso and Mungal 13 the P m derived from their passive scalar measurements was shown to greatly exceed their resolution-free measurements.
In the present work the PDF shape was found to change very abruptly when the inlet conditions changed from laminar to turbulent. Karasso and Mungal 13 showed a case below the critical value of the pairing parameter for which no shift from a nonmarching PDF style was observed with a highspeed trip (Re ␦ ϭ14000). However, another sub-critical case in that study did toggle to a marching behavior with the addition of a trip on the high-speed side (Re ␦ ϭ18500). In the present study, the pairing parameter for case 2 with laminar inlet conditions was 2.9, much less than their critical value, yet tripping produced a significant change in the PDF shape ͑compare cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 6͒ . Based on estimates from the data provided in Ref. 13 the tripping conditions were insufficient for their Re ␦ ϭ14 000 case ͑d trip / 0 ϭ5.7, Re trip ϭ630, and x trip / 0 ϭϪ230͒, and somewhat better, but not completely satisfied for their Re ␦ ϭ18500 case ͑d trip / 0 ϭ8, Re trip ϭ707, and x trip / 0 ϭϪ300͒. It was observed in the present results that inadequate tripping produces results intermediate to the limit cases, and this is believed to be the cause of the behavior observed in Ref. 13 . The use of Rx/ 0 does not appear to be a relevant indicator for the turbulent inlet boundary layer conditions. Qualitatively, the observed change in the shear layer mixing upon tripping is in agreement with the results of Slessor et al. 15 The hybrid PDF shape obtained with turbulent inlet conditions in the present work is considered to be unique. Karasso and Mungal 13 found marching PDFs for cases with high Re ␦ or cases that were strongly tripped. However, their results were under-resolved, and they argue heuristically that in the asymptotic limit a tilted PDF profile results. Frieler 25 inverted his time-temperature measurements to predict PDFs of the scalar field. On the low-speed side of the layer at his highest Re ␦ the results compare favorably with the hybrid PDF observed in this work. However, the calculated PDFs of Frieler 25 on the high-speed side of the layer differ significantly from the marching structure observed herein. In that work, there was more of a preferred composition that tilted slightly to the local freestream as compared to the strong march observed on the high-speed side of the layer in these results. In turbulent jet studies PDFs with both marching and non-marching components have been observed 19, 28 at high Re ␦ conditions. However, in those studies the PDF was found to march on the low-speed side rather than the highspeed side as in this study; and the nonmarching behavior of the high-speed side differs from the broadening of the PDF observed in this work. Further discussion of the PDF shape and its implications are provided in the following section.
B. Mixing imbalance
The hybrid PDF shape suggests that there is a difference in how mixing occurs between the high-and low-speed sides of the mixing layer. On the high-speed side of the layer the marching PDF shape suggests a gradient diffusion-like entrainment process. On the low-speed side of the layer, the relatively flat PDF shape merely suggests a bias of low-speed fluid. In spite of the observed asymmetry of the PDF, no significant asymmetries in the mean mixture fraction, mixed fluid probability and the mean mixed-fluid mixture fraction are observed.
In all of the cases for which the hybrid PDF shape was observed the high-speed boundary layer was turbulent or transitional, but the low-speed boundary layer was laminar. To investigate whether the observed mixing imbalance was the result of the different states of the splitter plate boundary layers, a test was performed with a low-speed boundary layer trip for a case where the high-speed boundary layer was turbulent-transitional, case 8 in Table I . The conditions of the low-speed boundary layer for case 8 are nearly identical to those of the high-speed boundary layer of case 3, so we are confident that we are in the strongly tripped limit.
A comparison of the statistical properties derived from the PDF for the tripped low-speed boundary layer, case 8, and that of the laminar low-speed boundary layer, case 5, is shown in Fig. 11 . Excellent agreement is seen between these two cases, with the small discrepancies much less than the uncertainties discussed in Figs. 7 and 8. These two data sets were acquired more than one calendar year apart, providing further confidence in the experimental apparatus. The PDF for case 8 is not shown, but exhibited the hybrid shape and agreed well with the case 5 PDF.
The lack of an effect of a low-speed boundary layer trip is consistent with previous investigators. 15 More importantly, the lack of an effect from the low-speed trip indicates that the mixing imbalance cannot be explained by inlet conditions. Thus, the mixing imbalance is the result of the free shear layer development when the high-speed boundary layer is turbulent. It should be noted that the hybrid style of PDF is inconsistent with the Broadwell-Briedenthal model 29 for shear layer entrainment and mixing, which was based on a nonmarching style PDF.
A consistent, physical cause for the hybrid shaped PDF is not clear at this time, but several factors that may be of significance are considered here. DNS work by Cortesi et al. 16 suggests that the tendency of the PDF to tilt may be caused by a balance between large-scale spanwise structures and cross-stream mixing promoted by smaller-scale, threedimensional stirring. The existence of large-scale structures in the mixing layer even when the boundary layer is turbu-lent is consistent with the autocorrelation results presented in Fig. 5 . The hybrid shape of the PDF could, therefore, be influenced by the interaction of the large and small-scale structures. However, the tilt or fully marching style PDF observed in temporally developed DNS studies is generally symmetrical about the center of the mixing layer. Temporally developed DNS studies are incapable of showing an entrainment bias of high-speed fluid which occurs in a spatially developed mixing layer 26 ͑experimental mixing layers are spatially developed͒. Thus, the high-speed side entrainment bias may play a role in the hybrid shape of the PDF observed in the experiment.
In the recent literature a significant effort has been put forth to identify the asymptotic far-field PDF shape associated with shear layer development in planar [10] [11] [12] [13] and axisymmetric 19, 28 configurations. As shown by Slessor et al., 15 and confirmed in part by this work, there does not appear to be a unique shape that is independent of inlet conditions. However, it is interesting to note that in these results all conditions with a turbulent high-speed boundary layer produced the same hybrid PDF shape; and the quantities derived from the passive scalar PDF had achieved selfsimilarity. Further, the hybrid shape was observed for turbulent inlet conditions obtained in several different ways ͑with turbulent-transitional, tripped laminar and tripped turbulent-transitional high-speed splitter plate boundary layers͒. Lastly, the power spectra obtained from hot wire anemometry measurements exhibited a Ϫ5/3 exponent. Thus, by all conventional metrics the flow field obtained with turbulent high-speed inlet conditions is fully developed at this location.
C. Secondary structures
A unique, secondary Kelvin-Helmholtz rollup was observed in some images for cases with turbulent-transitional inlet boundary conditions, cases 5 and 7. Shown in Fig. 12 are sample images taken from image location B for these cases. Large-scale structures are clearly evident in both cases. In the braid region, a chain of spanwise vortices are observed suggesting that a localized shear layer has formed. As this shear layer is not connected directly to the original Kelvin-Helmholtz instability it is termed a secondary rollup.
Secondary rollups were not observed in every image, but did occur in approximately 5% of the images at these flow conditions. Additionally, secondary rollups were not observed for any case where the inlet conditions were laminar, or where the laminar boundary layer was tripped. The definition of what constitutes a secondary rollup is somewhat arbitrary from simple flow visualization as many smallstructure fingerlings are frequently seen, however, in no cases other than 5 or 7 were the structures so organized and clear.
Moser and Rogers 30 observed similar structures in a DNS study, but no previous experimental reporting of such secondary structures was found in the literature. The threedimensional simulation of Moser and Rogers extended through the turbulent transition, and several inlet boundary conditions were simulated. When the inlet boundary condition included three-dimensional disturbances with high streamwise vorticity the secondary structures were observed. The structures were shown to occur at the stagnation plane between two counter-rotating streamwise vortices. Under this condition, a localized step-change in streamwise velocity could be maintained in the cross-stream direction, and created a localized shear layer and subsequent laminar KelvinHelmholtz rollup. Unlike the original rollup, the secondary rollup is a localized event and does not span the entire test section. This localized behavior could be the reason for the relatively infrequent observation of the secondary structure in the experimental data.
Although there is no way to directly prove that the structures are caused by the process described in the study of Rogers and Moser, the similarity between the necessary inlet conditions for their existence is striking. Development of streamwise vorticity in the boundary layer is characteristic of transitional boundary layers, 23 and streamwise vorticity in the inlet conditions was necessary to observe the secondary structures in the DNS study. 30 As noted above, the tripped cases did not support the secondary rollup. This subtle change in the inlet condition between a turbulenttransitional layer and a forced turbulent layer may be responsible for this difference.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Passive scalar measurements were performed in a twostream planar mixing layer to investigate the effect of inlet conditions on the mixing process. High-speed boundary layers that were laminar, turbulent-transitional and tripped, and low-speed boundary layers that were laminar and tripped were tested. The resolution of the acetone PLIF measurements was near the mass diffusion length scale (1.2ϽL/ D Ͻ3.2), so it is expected that there was minimal subresolution mixing, and the measurements were adequately resolved.
With laminar inlet conditions the layer was found to develop in a manner consistent with previous studies. The initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability grew into large-scale structures that persisted past the turbulent transition ͑Re ␦ Ϸ5000 in this apparatus͒. The measured mixture fraction PDF showed a non-marching style with a high-speed entrainment bias. The mean mixed-fluid mixture fraction profile was nearly constant across the mixing layer, and the rms mixture fraction was nearly symmetric.
Tripping the laminar high-speed splitter plate boundary layer significantly changed the PDF shape from the laminar case at a similar Re ␦ ͑cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 6͒ . The resultant PDF had a hybrid structure that was characterized by a marching shape on the high-speed side of the layer that transitioned to a relatively flat, broad shape on the low-speed side of the mixing layer. The existence of a turbulenttransitional high-speed stream boundary layer also produced a significantly different PDF shape compared to the laminar high-speed boundary layer case at a similar Re ␦ ͑cases 4 and 5 in Fig. 6͒ . The PDF for the turbulent-transitional highspeed boundary layer exhibited the same hybrid shape as the tripped laminar case. Tripping the turbulent-transitional case did not alter the hybrid PDF shape. Thus, for all turbulent high-speed inlet conditions a hybrid-style PDF was obtained independent of Re ␦ , and is a unique finding of this study. The statistical quantities derived from the PDFs were identical within the accuracy of the measurements for all of the turbulent high-speed boundary layer cases. Further, all turbulent profiles were found to be self-similar when scaled by the layer width, and the power spectra from ͑limited͒ hot-wire anemometry measurements exhibited a Ϫ5/3 slope, suggesting that a well developed turbulent state had been established a short distance from the splitter plate tip and at low values of Re ␦ and the pairing parameter.
The asymmetrical shape of the hybrid PDF suggests that the mixing process differs between the high-and low-speed sides of the mixing layer. The presence of a low-speed boundary layer trip when the high-speed boundary layer was turbulent-transitional produced no discernable difference in the PDF shape, or the statistical quantities derived from it. This confirmed that the asymmetrical hybrid PDF shape is the result of the natural evolution of the mixing layer with a turbulent high-speed inlet condition, not the result of a difference between the inlet conditions of the two streams. The passive scalar results were found to be sensitive to the level of perturbation introduced by the trip wire, with the existing criteria in the literature accurately reflecting the necessary conditions.
Finally, the naturally turbulent high-speed boundary layer cases gave rise to the occasional appearance of secondary structures within the shear layer. These structures were not observed with tripped high-speed conditions. This difference between cases with nominally similar inlet conditions suggests that complete inlet flow characterization may not be possible, as even subtle differences of in-flow conditions affect the nature of the flow development.
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